service get the reputation of being a police service but should lean on it to control faked illness.
Safety Assistance
The industrial nurse should be. an active member of the safety team. She fills out reports that are discussed by the safety committee, observes the degree of compliance with company safety policies, contributes observations on attitudes and behavior patterns of individuals whom she sees for first aid; she may support the safety movement and also aid in the education of the workers in safe practices. She has within her grasp the means of a report on trends of accidents and occupational disease and complaints, therefore it is wise for her to be included in the planning and control measures necessary to counteract adverse trends. If advised of the recommendations for reform agreed upon, her value will increase.
Records
The medical records should be accurate, simple, and meet the legal requiurement of the state in which the firm operates. The data is necessary for placement, health counseling, for analyzing and controlling health problems, and for appraising the value of the health service.
The physician and the nurse decide on the type and content of records. They review and evaluate the data periodically and plan the type and content of reports given to management. These reports to management include comments on trends, recommendations, and other information which will assist management to recognize the accomplishments of the medical services and the need for further activities.
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A L T H OUGH it is too early to evaluate findings of the franklyexperimental Syracuse University course, "Let's Look At Retirement," industrial nurses can take encouragement from the fact that a plant nurse-Margaret Smith of Continental Can Company-was on the roster of participants. Here, we have evidence of a nurse's actual enlistment in American industry's important "retirement" counseling programs. The Syracuse University course was set up by Jessica M. Boler to "jolt Americans into a more realistic look at the complex problem of old age." The course analyzed every aspect of "the unfriendly climate in which 12,000,000 Americans over 65 now live," according to the University's news bureau. In quest of the answers to these problems, industry representatives met weekly from February 22nd till April 12th with eight teacher-consultants. A psychiatrist, several sociologists, a psychologist were included in the latter teaching panel.
In commenting on the University's decision to explore this phase of industrial health, Dean Alexander Charters, who heads the Syracuse adult education division, declared, "An economic, political and moral problem of tremendous proportions is being created by our growing population of old people. One estimate tells us that approximately a quarter of our voting population will be over the age of 60 by 1980. We must expect changes in our whole social structure as a result.
"One of the first steps," said Dean Charters, "must be to re-orient the entire adult population in its thinking about old age. We must destroy the myth that all worthwhile living ends at 65. We must prove that the country finds its older citizens valuable, and that it is geared to meet their special needs."
As implements to this program, Dean Charters suggested that edu-vJ!EWS cational institutions must offer courses on the psychology of aging for their students, supplementing these academic studies with the thinking of representatives from in. dustry, labor, local government, and civic groups.
Few colleges could undertake such a program with a more dis. tinguished roster than Syracuse pre. sented in the experimental sessions. Psychologist Raymond Kuhlen ex. plained the need for studies of ging throughout the whole life span. Dr. George Raus, a specialist in physical medicine and rehahilitation, discussed the physical aspects with emphasis on the fact that chronological age is a poor measure of physical fitness. Sociologist Howard Gundy discussed the retired person's new role in the family and community while Kenneth Kindelsperger, also a sociologist, analyzed the changed attitudes of society toward the retired person. Psychiatrist Richard H. Phillips, who led the concluding session of the course, saw the principal value of such courses in the "focusing of attention on the emotional aspects of retirement." Industry executives and nurses were advised to "begin retirement preparation when employees reach 40."
Yale Sets Nurses Institute on Alcoholism
Impressed by the critical need for re-examination of nursing education programs with respect to alcoholism and the role of the nurse in interpreting this health problem to the community, Yale University's School of Nursing is cooperating with the Yale Center of Alcohol Studies in sponsorship of a three-day Institute for Nurses this summer. The sessions will be held on the Yale campus at New Haven, Conn., on July 29th-31st.
The purpose of the sessions, II set forth in Yale's announcement, is (Continued on page 30)
